Tried and True Favorite, Streamlined for the AP Curriculum

Economics remains the top selling book for AP Macroeconomics and AP Microeconomics courses. The authors’ 40 years of teaching success is reflected in the clear treatment of economics concepts, balanced coverage, and patient explanations. It is streamlined to only focus on AP content with easy visual clues to separate microeconomic and macroeconomic content.

This AP Edition also offers:

• A new Focus Review Guide workbook to help students apply the essential AP content.
• Robust AP resources including AP part and chapter introductions, AP-style test practice, AP quick review sections, and complete practice exams.
• An online AP teacher’s manual with pacing guides, teaching notes, student stumbling blocks, and lecture notes.
• Graphing practice, and additional graphing exercises and support.

The Pathway to Success for Today’s AP® Students

AP advantage helps students navigate the rigors of Advanced Placement® coursework with accessible, engaging and fully aligned resources designed specifically for today’s learners.

AP Course Prep

• Self-paced, diagnostic, interactive AP course prep
• Builds prerequisite skills and knowledge before the first day of class
• Great for summer assignments

AP Course Resources

• Robust online teaching and learning platform that extends class instruction
• Interactive, engaging pedagogy tied to the text
• Powerful reporting tools and customizable content

AP Test Prep

• Personalized, adaptive AP content review
• Four complete, auto-graded AP practice exams
• Builds mastery and confidence for AP Exam success
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